
 

 

 

Suche die 25 Fehler! 

 

Globalization: a gift or a punisment? 

If you ask Bill XYZ, a former Secratary General of the United Nations, if globalization has 

more benefits than diadvantages, he will give you a very clear answer. At his point of view 

the modren problems like tax avoidance, organized crimes, cyber insecurity and all others 

can not be solved due to the high intrelacement between the countries. He also proclaims 

that the democracys (democracies) are instable and it is the societies turn to determine ther 

destiny.  

But globalization goes further: due to global (global) players employes in Asian countries are 

made redundant and therefore many must leave their homes. The long transport cains and 

the over-tourism als have an impact on the global warming. 

 

But are there actualy advantages of globalization? 

The benefits of globalization are included in our lifes and because of that we do not really 

understand what opportunities we posess. Due to diversity we get more information about 

different cultures and that can lead to a better understanding of their lifestyles. One of the 

most important adwantages of globalization is that the democratic values of the western 

world and the human rights spread over countries with inqualities. In that way the whole 

world has stantarts concerning how to treat other human beings, which makes it much 

easeir to inform countries, which are disobeying these laws, that they are doing someting 

wrong. Nowadays the countries still have different laws and due to that you have to look 

everything up bevore you are able to accuse the country. 

 

Is Austria a winner or a looser? 

Although, Austria is rater small it still profits of the strong conection between the countries. 

In that way we can sell our products abroad and gein a bigger role at international 

importance. Red Bull or Manner are just the beginning of a worldweide sold Austrian 

products. Due to that Austria has a good chance to be a winner of globalization, but at this 

moment nobody can be sure about what the world will look like in ten years’ time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Suche die 25 Fehler (Lösung) 

 

Globalization: a gift or a punisment (punishment)? 

If you ask Bill XYZ, a former Secratary (Secretary) General of the United Nations, if 

globalization has more benefits than diadvantages (disadvantages), he will give you a very 

clear answer. At his point of view the modren (modern) problems like tax avoidance, 

organized crimes, cyber insecurity and all others cannot be solved due to the high 

intrelacement (interlacement) between the countries. He also proclaims that the 

democracys (democracies) are instable and it is the societies turn to determine ther (their) 

destiny.  

But globalization goes further: due to global (global) players employes (employees) in Asian 

countries are made redundant and therefore many must leave their homes. The long 

transport cains (chains) and the over-tourism als (also) have an impact on the global 

warming. 

 

But are there actualy (actual) advantages of globalization? 

The benefits of globalization are included in our lifes (lives) and because of that we do not 

really understand what opportunities we posess (possess). Due to diversity we get more 

information about different cultures and that can lead to a better understanding of their 

lifestyles. One of the most important adwantages (advantages) of globalization is that the 

democratic values of the western world and the human rights spread over to countries with 

inqualities (inequalities). In that way the whole world has stantarts (standards) concerning 

how to treat other human beings, which makes it much easeir (easier) to inform countries, 

which are disobeying these laws, that they are doing someting (something) wrong. 

Nowadays the countries still have different laws and due to that you have to look everything 

up bevore (before) you are able to accuse the country. 

 

Is Austria a winner or a looser (loser)? 

Although, Austria is rater (rather) small it still profits from the strong conection (connection) 

between the countries. In that way we can sell our products abroad and gein (gain) a bigger 

role at international importance. Red Bull or Manner are just the beginning of worldweide 

(worldwide) sold Austrian products. Due to that Austria has a good chance to be a winner of 

globalisation, but at this moment nobody can be sure about what the world will look like in 

ten years’ time. 

 


